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ANNEX 1.   
GENERIC BUSINESS CASE FOR A TANK STORAGE TERMINAL

ANNEX 2.   
REACH FLOW CHART (Part 1) 
Identification product definition, main role of & relevant  
business scenario for the terminal

ANNEX 3.   
REACH FLOW CHART (Part 2) 
Business scenario 1 - the storage & transhipment services

ANNEX 4.  
REACH FLOW CHART (Part 3)
Business scenario 2 - blending activities

ANNEX 5.   
REACH FLOW CHART (Part 4)
Business scenario 3 - processing vapour recovery streams



Terminal > The tank storage terminal operator 
located in the EU providing the storage 
& transhipment services under a Storage 
Agreement for the Customer.

Receiver > Receiving party of the product(s) via 
the Terminal. This can be the Customer under 
the storage Agreement or a different Party under 
a Product Supply Agreement between the 
Customer and the Receiver.

PS) The Receiver can be inside / outside the EU.

Transporter > Transporter of the chemical 
product(s) from the Terminal to the Reciever.

PS) Transport is in most cases organised by the Customer / Receiver
PS)  Transport is subject to transport legislation and exempted 

for REACH & CLP

Storage Agreement between Terminal and the 
Customer specifying the storage & transhipment 
services for the chemical product(s).

Product Supply Agreement between  
Customer and Receiver specifying the product  
supply conditions.

Supplier > Supplier of the Chemical product(s) 
to be transported to the Terminal on behalf 
of the Customer.

PS) The Supplier is in many cases also the Customer.
PS) The Supplier can be inside / outside the EU .

Transporter > Transporter of the chemical product 
from the Supplier to the Terminal.

PS) Transport is in most cases organised by the Customer / Supplier
PS) Transport is subject to transport legislation and exempted for REACH & CLP

Customer > Client that agreed upon the storage 
& transhipment services of the chemical 
product(s) by the Terminal.

PS) The Customer can be inside / outside the EU.
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REACH FLOW CHART (Part 2)
(Business scenario 1: storage & transhipment services)

REACH FLOW CHART (Part 3)
(Business scenario 2: blending activities)

REACH FLOW CHART (Part 4)
(Business scenario 3: processing 
vapour recovery streams)

Since all activities of the storage & transhipment services 
are part of the main storage & distribution function of the 
Terminal, the main role of the Terminal is a ‘distributor’. 

Since (some) activities of the storage & transhipment 
services are to be considered as a ‘use’ under REACH, 
the main role of the Terminal is a ‘downstream user’. 

Contact VOTOB for consideration to include the additional 
activity not listed as being subject of the main storage 
& distribution function of the Terminal.Waste?

Mixture?Waste? Substance?

Determine the Terminal Activity & related roles 
and responsibilities under the EU waste 
framework directive

Determine the Terminal Activity & related roles and 
responsibilities under REACH

If the Terminal Activity is not part of this flow but 
relevant to be addressed in the REACH 
Guidance, contact VOTOB for consideration.

Blending activities?

Activities part of the main storage & distribution function 
and as such no ‘use’ under REACH? 

Storage & transhipment services?
Processing of vapour recovery 

streams?

Activity is believed to be part of the man storage & function 
but not included in VOTOB Guidance? 

Business decision to be taken if the Terminal can and 
will continue the storage & transhipment services under 
the product definition and sub-sequent roles and 
responsibilities as identified by the Customer or to cancel 
the storage agreement.Product definition and roles & responsibilities clear?

Consultation needed between Terminal and Customer to 
agree upon the product definition of the product subject to 
the storage agreement.Product definition clear?

START: Any Terminal Activity

LEGENDA

Generic questions in the 
REACH FLOW CHART

REACH Role & Responsibilities 
(for Terminal or mentioned Stakeholder)

Recommended actions towards 
VOTOB in the REACH FLOW CHART

Red frame means end 
point of the flow

Roles & Responsibilities. Related to EU Waste 
framework directive (as implemented in Dutch law)

Generic questions in the 
REACH FLOW CHART
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Identification product definition, main role of & relevant  
business scenario for the terminal
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REACH is applicable for the Terminal, the EU Customer and EU Receiver

Terminal = Main role as identified above (Distributor/Downstream user) with no additional role.

Supplier = non-EU Party with no formal role under REACH. Supplier can have organised the REACH 
Registration requirements via an Only Representative (OR) in line with REACH Art. 8. If so, the 
Customer is expected to inform the Terminal if so.

Customer = Can be the Supplier (see above). If not, he can be a Non-EU Party without any formal 
role under REACH & CLP or as EU Party he will be the Importer, unless the Supplier has cover-
ed his Registration requirements via an Only Representative (in which case the EU Customer is a 
Downstream User or Distributor).

EU Receiver = In case of a Non-EU Customer/Supplier (no Only Representative), the EU Receiver will 
be the Importer. Otherwise, the EU Receiver will be a Downstream user or Distributor.

PS) The Terminal could be considered as Importer when the Customer is a non-EU supplier (without 
an OR) and the product would not be stored under Customs supervision and supplied to Non-EU 
Receivers.

As Distributor and as Downstream user, the Terminal must have an SDS collection and distribution 
strategy: the SDS’s do not have to be REACH & CLP Compliant (unless the Supplier uses an Only 
Representative or the product is covered by the EU Customer as Importer).

As Downstream user, the Terminal must have an Onsite SDS Assessment Strategy for the incoming 
extended SDS’s

As Downstream user, the Terminal must have an Authorisation strategy and Restriction strategy. This 
is assumed to be actively communicated by the Customer/organised via a check of the incoming SDS’s.

The Non-EU Customer has no further requirements from REACH & CLP . However, if the Non-EU 
Customer/Supplier has appointed an Only Representative in line with REACH Art. 8, he needs to take 
care of the Registration requirements & provide a REACH & CLP Compliance SDS. He is also assumed 
to verify any Authorisation requirement under REACH and inform the Terminal and Receivers as such.

The EU Customer will be the Importer of the Substance/substances in the Mixture, unless the 
Non-EU Customer/Supplier has covered his Registration requirements via an Only Representative 
(in which case the EU Customer can be a Downstream User or Distributor).

The EU Receiver will be the Importer of the Substance / substances in the Mixture if the Non-EU 
Customer/Supplier does not have covered his registration via an Only Representative.

Recommended to discuss with the Customer his distribution plan: 

- EU Receivers will become Importer &
- Non-EU Receivers can only be supplied via the Terminal, 

if the product is stored under Customs supervision (VOTOB 
Recommendation). This to avoid that the Terminal can be seen 
as Importer of the product from a non-EU Supplier to a
non-EU Receiver via the EU based Terminal.In case of storage and transhipment services of a Waste, the Terminal, the (EU) Customer and EU 

Receiver need to comply with the relevant requirements from the EU waste framework directive 
(as implemented in National law). No further Guidance included in this REACH Guidance.

REACH FLOW CHART (Part 3)
(Blending activities)

REACH FLOW CHART (Part 1)
(Product definition & main role Terminal clear)
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Blending activities?

Waste?

EU Customer?

EU Receiver?

Customs declaration 
completed?

Terminal role only Distributor?

Customer is also Non-EU 
Supplier product?

Customer is also 
Supplier product?

REACH SDS & 
Registration covered?

REACH SDS & Registration 
covered?

Check if the product does not undergo any treatment 
or processing activity conform REACH Art.2.1(b). 
If so the Terminal activity will not be exempted for 
REACH. The REACH Impact for the Terminal needs 
to be checked and taken into consideration.

Not possible. Any supply of a product 
stored under Customs supervision to 
an EU Receiver, first needs to com-
plete a Customs Declaration. This 
can be organised by the Customer, 
the Receiver of via the Transporter / 
Terminal as a service

No problem because the EU Receivers are envisaged 
to be covered under the OR Registration.

Recommendation to send 
REACH Awareness Statement 

to the Customer

REACH is not applicable for the Terminal, the Non-EU Receiver(s) and 
Non-EU Customer but may be applicable for the EU Customer

Terminal = No formal role under REACH & CLP

Supplier = non-EU Party with no formal role under REACH. Supplier can have organised the 
REACH Registration requirements via an Only Representative (OR) in line with REACH Art. 8. 
If so, the Customer is expected to inform the Terminal if so.

Customer = Can be the Supplier (see above). If not, he can be a Non-EU Party without any formal 
role under REACH & CLP or as EU Party he will be the Importer, unless the Supplier has covered 
his Registration requirements via an Only Representative (in which case the EU Customer is a 
Downstream User or Distributor).

Non-EU Receiver= No formal role under REACH & CLP

The Terminal must have an SDS collection and distribution strategy: the SDS’s do not have to be 
REACH & CLP Compliant (unless the Supplier uses an Only Representative).

The Terminal has no further requirements from REACH & CLP

The Non-EU Customer has no further requirements from REACH & CLP. If the Customer / Non-EU 
Supplier has appointed an Only Representative in line with REACH Art. 8, he needs to take care of 
the Registration requirements & provide a REACH & CLP Compliance SDS. He is also assumed to 
verify any Authorisation requirement under REACH and inform the Terminal and Receivers as such.

The EU Customer will be the Importer of the Substance / substances in the Mixture, unless the 
Non-EU Customer/Supplier has covered his Registration requirements via an Only Representative 
(EU Customer can be a Downstream User or Distributor).

REACH is applicable for the Terminal , the EU Customer and EU Supplier

Terminal = Main role as identified above (Distributor / Downstream user) with no additional role

Supplier = EU Party with also the role as Manufacturer, Importer, Downstream user or Distributor

Customer = Can be the Supplier (see above). If not, he will be a Downstream user or Distributor 
(e.g. Trader) of the product from a different EU Supplier

Receiver = EU Receiver can be a Downstream user or Distributor. Non-EU Receiver has no formal 
role under REACH & CLP

As Distributor and as Downstream user, the Terminal must have an SDS collection and 
distribution strategy: the SDS’s must be REACH & CLP Compliant (responsibility of the 
Customer / Supplier)

As Downstream user, the Terminal must have an Onsite SDS Assessment Strategy for the 
incoming extended SDS’s

As Downstream user, the Terminal must have an Authorisation strategy and Restriction strategy. 
This is assumed to be actively communicated by the Customer/organised via a check of the 
incoming SDS’s.

The Customer / Supplier is responsible for the Registration requirements of the substances as 
such or in the mixture & prepare and distribute a REACH & CLP Compliant SDS. He is also 
assumed to verify if any Authorisation / Restriction requirement is applicable under REACH and 
inform the Terminal and Receivers as such (e.g. via his SDS).

LEGENDA

Generic questions in the 
REACH FLOW CHART

REACH Role & Responsibilities 
(for Terminal or mentioned Stakeholder)

Recommended actions towards 
VOTOB in the REACH FLOW CHART

Red frame means end 
point of the flow

Recommended REACH Compliance actions 
related to the REACH role(s)

Roles & Responsibilities. Related to EU Waste 
framework directive (as implemented in Dutch law)

Generic questions in the 
REACH FLOW CHART
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Business scenario 1 - the storage & transhipment services
ANNEX 3

Supplier known? EU Supplier?

Terminal role only Distributor?

Stored under Customs 
supervision?

Registration covered via an Only 
Representative (OR)?

Registration covered via EU 
Customer (as Importer)?

Stored under Customs 
supervision?



REACH FLOW CHART (Part 2)
(Storage and transhipment services)

REACH FLOW CHART (Part 1)
(Product definition & main role Terminal clear)

REACH FLOW CHART (Part 2)
(Storage and transhipment services)

REACH FLOW CHART (Part 2)
(Storage and transhipment services)

REACH FLOW CHART (Part 2)
(Storage and transhipment services)

Blending activities?

Waste?

Product definition blending 
result clear?

Consultation needed between Terminal and Customer to agree 
upon the product definition of the blending result and sub-sequent 
roles and responsibilities under REACH & CLP.

In case of blending activities with a Waste, the Terminal and the (EU) Customer need 
to comply with the relevant requirements from the EU waste framework directive 
(as implemented in National law). No further Guidance included in this REACH Guidance.

Business decision to be taken if the Terminal can and will 
continue the storage & transhipment services including 
the blending activities under the product definition and 
sub-sequent roles and responsibilities as identified by the 
Customer or to cancel the Storage Agreement.

LEGENDA

Generic questions in the 
REACH FLOW CHART

REACH Role & Responsibilities 
(for Terminal or mentioned Stakeholder)

 

Red frame means end 
point of the flow

Recommended REACH Compliance actions 
related to the REACH role(s)

Roles & Responsibilities. Related to EU Waste 
framework directive (as implemented in Dutch law)

Generic questions in the 
REACH FLOW CHART

REACH is applicable for the Terminal, the EU Customer and EU Supplier

Terminal = Main role as identified in Part 1 (Distributor / Downstream user) and no additional 
role is needed

Supplier = According to the REACH FLOW Chart (Part 2)

Customer = According to the REACH FLOW Chart (Part 2). The Customer is responsible for the 
specification and that the Substance remains the same Substance under REACH

Receiver = According to the REACH FLOW Chart (Part 2)

Check the role and responsibilities under the REACH FLOW Chart (Part 2). 
No additional roles and responsibilities are needed for the blending activities to bring the 
existing substance on spec.

REACH is applicable for the Terminal, the EU Customer and EU Supplier

Terminal = Main role will be a Downstream user and the additional role is (toll) Manufacturer

Customer = According to the REACH FLOW Chart (Part 2). It is assumed that by Contract, 
the Customer is the Supplier of the Substance as manufactured by the Terminal (normal 
‘toll-contract construction’). 

Receiver = According to the REACH FLOW Chart (Part 2)

Check the role and responsibilities under the REACH FLOW Chart (Part 2). Be aware that 
if the manufacturing activities are conducted with chemical products under Customs 
Supervision, in that case the exemption for REACH will not apply. This may result in 
addition REACH requirements for the received chemical products.

As Downstream user, the Terminal must have an Onsite SDS Assessment Strategy for the 
incoming extended SDS’s

As Downstream user, the Terminal must have an Authorisation strategy and Restriction 
strategy. This is assumed to be actively communicated by the Customer/organised via a 
check of the incoming SDS’s.

As Manufacturer, the Terminal is responsible for the Registration requirements of the new 
substance. The Customer is assumed to contractually be the Supplier. As such, the Customer 
needs to prepare and distribute a REACH & CLP Compliant SDS (aligned to the registration 
dossier). He is also assumed to verify if any Authorisation / Restriction requirement is 
applicable under REACH and inform the Terminal and Receivers as such (e.g. via his SDS).

As Downstream user, the Terminal is recommended to actively verify the REACH Registration 
status of the Substances used in the blending process with the Customer / Supplier and to 
have available a REACH & CLP Compliant SDS for these Substances

As Downstream user, the Terminal must have an Onsite SDS Assessment Strategy for the 
incoming extended SDS’s

As Downstream user, the Terminal must have an Authorisation strategy and Restriction 
strategy. This is assumed to be actively communicated by the Customer/organised via a 
check of the incoming SDS’s.

The Customer / Supplier is responsible for the Registration requirements of the substances 
as such or in the mixture & prepare and distribute a REACH & CLP Compliant SDS. He is also 
assumed to verify  if any Authorisation / Restriction requirement is applicable under REACH 
and inform the Terminal and Receivers as such (e.g. via his SDS).

As Downstream user, the Terminal is recommended to actively verify the REACH Registration 
status of the Substances used in the blending process with the Customer / Supplier and to 
have available a REACH & CLP Compliant SDS for these Substances

REACH is applicable for the Terminal, the EU Customer and EU Supplier

Terminal = Main role as identified in Part 1 (Distributor / Downstream user) and the 
additional role is Downstream user (‘toll formulator’)

Customer = According to the REACH FLOW Chart (Part 2). Normally, the Customer is the 
Supplier of the Mixture formulated by the Terminal. 

Receiver = According to the REACH FLOW Chart (Part 2)

Check the role and responsibilities under the REACH FLOW Chart (Part 2). Be aware that 
if the formulation activities are conducted with chemical products under Customs 
Supervision, in that case the exemption for REACH will not apply. This may result in 
addition REACH requirements for the received chemical products.
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Business scenario 2 - blending activities
ANNEX 4

Bringing the existing 
substance on spec?

Create a new substance 
(different CAS/EC no)?

Product definition blending 
result agreed?

Create a mixture?



Vapour recovery condensate is originating from various 
product-customer combinations. The Terminal is 
product owner of this product and can use it onsite as 
blending component to return the recovered stream 
in a substance as long as the substance remains the 
same substance. 

LEGENDA

Generic questions in the 
REACH FLOW CHART

REACH Role & Responsibilities 
(for Terminal or mentioned Stakeholder)

 

Red frame means end 
point of the flow

Roles & Responsibilities. Related to EU Waste 
framework directive (as implemented in Dutch law)

Generic questions in the 
REACH FLOW CHART

REACH FLOW CHART (Part 1)
(Product definition & main role Terminal clear)

Storage & distribution of the vapour 
recovery condensate to third parties?

Vapour recovery condensate is originating from various product-customer 
combinations. The Terminal is product owner of this product and by the lack  
of useful applications it will store and discard of this waste stream in line  
with the waste framework directive (as implemented in Dutch law).

Vapour recovery condensate is originating from various product-customer 
combinations. The Terminal is product owner of this product and can decide to store 
and distribute it as a blending component to third parties. The Terminal becomes a 
Manufacturer & Supplier of the vapour recovery condensate as a substance and needs 
to take care of the registration and SDS requirements under REACH and classification 
& labelling requirements under CLP.

Vapour recovery condensate is originating from various product-customer 
combinations. The Terminal is product owner of this product and can use  
it on site as a fuel under the waste framework directive as implemented  
in Dutch national law.

Vapour recovery condensate is originating from various product-customer 
combinations. The Terminal is product owner of this product and if it  is used as onsite 
blending component that will result in a Mixture, the additional role of the Terminal 
will be a Downstream user. If the blending result will be a new Substance the 
Terminal role will be a Manufacturer of the new Substance (responsible to take care 
of the registration requirements of the new substance). If the Mixture / Substance 
is supplied to third Parties, the Terminal will also be the Supplier of the Mixture / 
Substance and needs to provide a REACH & CLP Compliant SDS.
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Business scenario 3 - processing vapour recovery streams
ANNEX 5

Vapour recovery condensate used as onsite 
fuel?

On site use of vapour recovery condensate as 
onsite blending component?

The result of the blending process 
is still the same substance?


